Extended Hairpin and Extended Hairpin with Dangles
In this section, we give detailed definitions of concepts used in the RNAiFold2T algorithm to solve the multi-temperature inverse folding problem. We start by identifying a given secondary structure S by its dot-bracket notation s 1 , . . . , s n . RNAiFold2T instantiates the RNA sequence a 1 , . . . , a n , whose minimum free energy structure at temperature T 1 [resp. T 2 ] is S 1 [resp. S 2 ] by assigning nucleotides to base-paired positions and unpaired positions of S 1 and S 2 in a particular order, defined by the helix and value heuristics applied to a structure decomposition tree for S 1 and S 2 . We define two types of decomposition trees: (1) Extended Helix (EH) decomposition tree, and (2) Extended Helix with Dangles (EHwD) decomposition tree. See Figure 1 in the main text for an illustration of the EHwD decomposition tree for a fourU thermometer.
The convex subword S = s i , . . . , s j of the dot-bracket representation of a secondary structure S is defined to be a substructure of S if the dot-bracket expression s i , . . . , s j is a valid secondary structure -i.e. S is a well-balanced parenthesis expression. An extended helix (EH) [resp. extended helix with dangles (EHwD)] is a maximal substructure S of S, with closing base pair (i, j) [resp. closing base pair (i, j), including flanking left and right dangle positions i − 1 and j + 1, provided the dangles exist in S], defined by the following inductive process, which is motivated by the definition of order of a secondary structure [7] .
In the base case 0 of the induction, any maximal stem-loop substructure of S [resp. maximal stem-loop substructure of S with flanking left and right dangle, provided the dangle exists in S] is an EH [resp. EHwD], provided no bulge or internal loop has more than 2 adjacent unpaired positions; i.e. bulges have size at most 2, and internal loops are of the form 1 × 1, 2 × 1, 1 × 2, or 2 × 2. To define EH [rep. EHwD] in the (k + 1)st inductive step, temporarily modify the structure S by replacing all left and right parentheses by a dot for those positions that belong to an EH [resp. EHwD] defined at a previous inductive step ≤ k. Then an EH [resp. EHwD] in the (k + 1)st inductive step is any maximal stem-loop substructure of the temporarily modified version of S [resp. maximal stem-loop substructure of the temporarily modified version of S with flanking left and right dangle, if the dangle exists in S], provided no bulge or internal loop has more than 2 adjacent unpaired positions.
The previous definition can be formalized by the following inductive definition. In the base case, define an extended helix of S to be a subsequence of the form S = s i , . . . , s j of S of maximal length, such that: (1) S is a substructure of S; (2) if s x , . . . , s y is a maximal length subsequence of S that consists only of dots, then either (i) x, . . . , y are the unpaired positions of a hairpin loop with closing base pair at (x − 1, y + 1), or (ii) y − x < 2, which occurs in a bulge, or one side of an interior loop, of size 1 or 2.
In the inductive (k + 1)st step, define an extended helix of S to be a subsequence of the form S = s i , . . . , s j of S of maximal length, such that: (1) S is a substructure of S; (2) if s x , . . . , s y is a maximal length subsequence of S that consists only of dots, then either (i) x, . . . , y are the unpaired positions of a hairpin loop with closing base pair at (x − 1, y + 1), or (ii) y − x < 2, which occurs in a bulge, or one side of an interior loop, of size 1 or 2, or (iii) position y + 1 belongs to an EH defined at some step ≤ k, and x, . . . , y correspond to the unpaired positions in a left bulge, or left portion of interior loop, of size greater than 2, or (iv) position x − 1 belongs to an EH defined at some step ≤ k, and x, . . . , y correspond to the unpaired positions in a right bulge, or right portion of interior loop, of size greater than 2, or (v) x, . . . , y correspond to the unpaired positions in a multiloop or external loop, each of whose components constitutes an EH defined at some step ≤ k.
An extended helix with dangles is analogously defined, except that the leftmost and rightmost positions may constitute a dangle in the original structure S. Leaves of the EH [resp. EHwD] decomposition tree T consist of all extended hairpins [resp. extended hairpins with dangles] of S that are defined in the base case of the induction, arranged in left-to-right order. Inductively, an EH [resp. EHwD] is defined to be the parent of all proper maximal EHs [resp. EHwDs] that it contains, and these are ordered as daughter nodes in left-to-right order. Finally, the root of the decomposition tree T is the initially given structure S.
Recursively define the depth of nodes in decomposition tree T as follows: the root has depth 0, while a non-root node has depth one greater than its parent. Let D(k) denote the number of nodes in T at depth k. Define the node labels by applying breadth first search; i.e. the root has label 0; nodes at depth 1 have labels 1, . . . , D(1); nodes at depth 2 have labels D(1) + 1, . . . , D(1) + D(2), etc. Define the height ht(x) of each node x of decomposition tree T by induction: if x is a leaf, then ht(x) = 0; if x is the parent of nodes x 1 , . . . , x m and the height of x 1 , . . . , x m has been defined, then ht(x) = 1 + max{ht(x 1 ), . . . , ht(x m )}. In the case of thermosensors, there are two target structures S 1 , S 2 , and so two decomposition trees T 1 , T 2 . In this case, the labels of T 1 are defined as above. If |T 1 | denotes the number of nodes in T 1 , then labels of T 2 are defined to be the label, as previously defined, plus |T 1 |.
Cost functions
In this section, we define the cost function first described in equation (7) of [2] , as well as a new variant defined from the notion of ensemble defect. To define the cost function of [2] , we require some notation. For RNA sequence a = a 1 , . . . , a n , secondary structure S and temperature T , let G T (a) denote the ensemble free energy −RT ln Z(a), and let E T (a, S) denote the free energy of a with respect to structure S at temperature T -both of these values can be computed by Vienna RNA Package. Given sequence a and target structures S 1 resp. S 2 for temperatures T 1 resp. T 2 , the cost function of [2] is defined by
where c > 0 is a constant to weight the relative importance that the solution has low free energy with respect to target structure versus having high free energy with respect to the non-target structure.
To define a new ensemble defect based cost function, we require some additional notation. For a given RNA sequence a = a 1 , . . . , a n and indices 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, recall that the basepairing probability p i,j is defined by
where E(S) is the Turner energy of secondary structure S [6] , and Z is the partition function, defined by Z = s exp(−E(s)/RT ), where the sum is taken over all secondary structures s of a. The base pairing probabilities p i,j are computed in RNAfold [4] , which implements McCaskill's algorithm [5] . Now for each fixed position 1 ≤ i ≤ n, define the probability distribution p * i,j , for j ∈ [1, n],
A secondary structure S of an RNA sequence a = a 1 , . . . , a n is defined to be a set of base pairs (i, j) satisfying the following: (1) If (i, j) ∈ S then a i , a j constitute a Watson-Crick or GU wobble base pair. (2) If (i, j) ∈ S then j > i + 3, a condition that requires at least three unpaired bases in each hairpin loop. (3) If (i, j) ∈ S and (x, y) ∈ S, and if {i, j} ∩ {x, y} = ∅, then i = x and j = y, a condition that disallows base triple formation. (4) If (i, j) ∈ S and (x, y) ∈ S are distinct base pairs, then either i < x < y < j or x < i < j < y or i < j < x < y or x < y < i < j, a condition that disallows pseudoknot formation. Another possible data structure to represent a secondary structure S is an array s Given a secondary structure S 0 with array representation s 0 , the ensemble defect ED(S 0 ) is the expected Hamming distance to s 0 [1] defined by
where I denotes the indicator function. When the sequence a = a 1 , . . . , a n and temperature T need to be indicated, we use the notation ED(a, S 0 , T ) to denote ensemble defect of a for target structure S 0 at temperature T . We now define ensemble defect based cost as follows:
where ξ > 0 is a constant to weight the free energy of folding into the intended structure
Value ordering heuristic
RNAiFold determines the order in which values of base-paired positions in the target structure S are assigned, described as follows. If base pairs (i, j) ∈ S and (i + 1, j − 1) ∈ S and positions i + 1, j − 1 are currently instantiated, then base stacking free energies of are determined for each of the base pair choices G-C, C-G, A-U, U-A, G-U, U-G for positions i, j. A random number between 0 and 2 kcal/mol is added to each of the base stacking free energies; subsequently, the base pair (i, j) is instantiated in order of increasing free energy of the resulting list. This value ordering heuristic, denoted by v 0 , is the default heuristic used in RNAiFold 2.0; see [3] for a more detailed explanation.
For multiple target structures RNAiFold2T defines specific ordering heuristics for basepaired positions depending on the pairing status in each target structure and the respective target temperatures. These heuristics also incorporate a random component to ensure that parallel runs explore the search space in a different order. RNAiFold2T employs value ordering heuristics v 0 and v 1 , where v 1 is summarized in Table 1 and the pseudocode below. Let S denote the target structure at temperature T , S denote the target structure at temperature T . Value ordering heuristic v 1 employs base pair instantiation orderings that are specific to the environment in which the base pair is found, i.e. type 0-7 described as follows. Type 0: base pair (i, j) ∈ S ∩ S ; Type 1: (i, j) ∈ S, i, j both unpaired in S , T < T ; Type 2: (i, j) ∈ S, i, j both unpaired in S , T < T ; Type 3: (i, j) ∈ S, either i or j paired differently in S ; Type 4: (i, j) ∈ S, i unpaired in S ; Type 5: (i, j) ∈ S, j unpaired in S ; Type 6: (i, j) ∈ S, (i − 1, j) ∈ S or (i + 1, j) ∈ S ; Type 6 : (i, j) ∈ S, (i, j − 1) ∈ S or (i, j + 1) ∈ S ; Type 7: (i, j) ∈ S, i − 1, i + 1 unpaired in S or j − 1, j + 1 unpaired in S. In the case of types 0,2,7, the same procedure is employed as in v 0 ; i.e. the free energy for each base pair choice G-C, C-G, A-U, U-A, G-U, U-G for base pair (i, j) is tabulated, a random value between 0 and 2 kcal/mol is added to the free energy, and the list is sorted in increasing order. Base pairs are then tried in that order. In case 1, the procedure is opposite that of 0,2,7; i.e. the list is sorted in decreasing order and base pairs are then tried in that order. In case 3, the following fictive pseudo-energies -2.90,-2.23,-1.90,-1.37,-1.03,-0.10 are assigned respectively to base pairs G-C, G-U, U-G, U-A, C-G, A-U. A random value between 0 and 2 kcal/mol is added to each pseudo-energy, and then base pairs are tried according to increasing pseudo-energies. In the remaining cases 4,5,6,6 , the same fictive pseudo-energies are taken, but are instead assigned to the base pairs indicated in Table 1 . For instance, in case 4, pseudo-energies -2.90,-2.23,-1.90,-1.37,-1.03,-0.10 are assigned respectively to G-C, G-U, U-G, U-A, C-G, A-U. A random value between 0 and 2 kcal/mol is added to each pseudo-energy, and then base pairs are tried according to increasing pseudo-energies.
The following pseudocode and Table 1 together summarize the different types defined in RNAiFold2T and its preferred value order. In the pseudocode, StrList is a 0-indexed array [S 1 , S 2 ] (resp. [S 1 , . . . , S m ]) of structures in the 2-temperature (resp. m-temperature) inverse folding problem. Let index[S] denote the index in StrList for structure S.
Pseudocode for value ordering for m-temperature inverse folding. 
Additional helix ordering heuristics
Apart from the helix heuristics overlap 1 , overlap 2 described in the Methods section of the main text, RNAiFold2T implements two additional heuristics, overlap 3 , overlap 4 , for variable ordering at the helix level. The final order, determined by a CP search, is the permutation σ that minimizes N i=0 N j=0 dif f α (σ, H i , H j ), as described in the main text. We summarize the four helix heuristics below.
• 
Structural difference between target structures
Following a referee's suggestion, we investigated the relation between the base pair distance d BP (S 1 , S 2 ) between target secondary structures S 1 , S 2 and the time required by RNAiFold2T to find a solution.
In the following, S 1 [resp. S 2 ] denotes a given target RNA secondary structure at temperature T 1 [resp. T 2 ], where T 1 < T 2 . Since some natural thermosensors involve unzipping (see main text), we considered both d BP (S 1 , S 2 ) as well as the number |S 2 − S 1 | of base pairs belonging to S 2 but not S 1 . Indeed if S 2 is obtained from S 1 but unzipping, then we expect that S 2 − S 1 = ∅.
Using Rfam data from the paper, the Pearson correlation was computed between run time to find a solution using LNS from RNAiFold2T and the base pair distance between the two target structures S 1 at temperature T 1 and S 2 at temperature T 2 . We additionally generated artificial RNAs of length 40, computed the MFE structure S 1 at 20 • C and S 2 at 40 • C. By analyzing the data, two problem instances were obtained for each base pair distance k = 1, . . . 15, where each problem instance is stipulated by target structure S 1 at 20 • C and S 2 at 40 • C. Subsequently, LNS from RNAiFold2T was executed on each problem instance 20 times, each run bound by 30 minutes. Statistics for each problem instance were gathered for the number of runs (maximum of 20 runs) for which LNS returned a solution, the total time required for the 20 attempted runs (unsuccessful runs contributed 30 minutes), the total time required for the successful runs (run times of 30 minutes for unsuccessful runs were removed).
Results from both experiments support the following conclusions: Table 1 ; o−1 denotes the helix ordering for a single structure, where the helix search order is from leaves to root in the EHwD decomposition tree of the first target structure alone (with intermediate checks whether any fully instantiated sequence for any fully instantiated sequence for an EHwD of the second structure folds into S 2 at T 2 ). o − 1 t denotes the helix ordering for a single structure, as in o − 1, except that the EHwD decomposition tree is for the target structure at the higher temperature. o0 denotes the helix ordering from leaves to root in the combined decomposition tree for both target structures, as depicted in Figure 1 Table 4 . Benchmark for sequences of length greater than 130 nt. Summary of the computational results for Rfam structures of length at least 130 nucleotides comparing RNAiFold2T (LNS), SwitchDesign and Frnakenstein. Benchmarking was performed over 10 runs with time limit set to 60 minutes for each run, measured on a Core2Duo PC (2.8 GHz; 2 Gbyte memory; CentOS 5.5). .(((.((((.(((((........(((....)) )..))))))))))))))))... .(((.......)) )..)))..... 55 59 CP001144.1/624595-624537
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RNAiFold2T Reference FRNAkenstein SD update SD selected RNAiFold2T Figure 2 . Relative histogram for ensemble defect cost, defined in equation (7), for the solutions returned by RNAiFold2T, SwitchDesign and Frnakenstein, given target structure S 1 [resp. S 2 ] at temperature T 1 [resp.
T 2 ] for λ phage CIII thermoregulators from Rfam family RF01804 the number of solutions returned for each method is indicated in column A of Table  1 , which also gives EMBL accession codes. To produce a reference distribution, the black curve for RNAiFold2T. Reference was produced by running RNAiFold2T for several days. Remaining curves are for Frnakenstein (light green), SwitchDesign (dark green and purple) and 
